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14. End Roll
15. Magical Girl of Miracles
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Don't even waste your $0.99 on this game.

Looks like a Rhythm game right? Not really.

It's more "hold the correct button" with no real need of timing. Hold the button early, you're all good. Granted most of the game
requires you to just switch from one to the other without much gap in between, but don't worry about actually hitting the "note"
when it gets to the center perfectly. Even if you do, you don't get any extra points. No "Excellents" or "Greats" here.

About those "notes." You can't really call them that, because I'm hard pressed to find any kind of correlation between the notes
on screen, or even their spacing\/timing, and the song for each "level." It's essentially "Press buttons while a random song plays
in the background."

22 minutes is all it took to make sure I had every achievement (5 star every level). Apparently I got so good at the game in that
time that it reported my rank for level 5 as 1st place. Take that 3 other people that opened this game!

Avoid.. I want to start this as saying I am ABSOLUTLY a fan of this game, as well as the 1st one. This one has some really neat
mechanics in it, and it was fun playing it. But after 10 hours, I am feeling completly unfulfilled.

WHile there are a few mechanics I really like, such as the ladder truck, or the tender trucks, there is also a lot of depth missing,
that was in the 1st one. There is little to know customization like in the 1st one. The firehouse is basically pointless, as you
cannot do anything in it, like the origional.

I feel like a mix of the 2 would be best, but this is what we have.

Like I said, I had fun playing this game, but I'm done, after 10 hours. There is no reason to keep playing. I own all the trucks, all
my slots are full, and I'm in the 60's for dispatched.. While not so much a game as a digitized Choose Your Own Adventure
book, (which is what it bills itself as anyway) To Be Or Not To Be is certainly hilarious. I wouldn't have thought so initially, but
the story of Hamlet really is improved with the inclusion of ghost marine biologists.. https://youtu.be/t-yuVfP20OU

The simulation of day to day newspaper work is a difficult theme to use when trying to hook players on the narrative. In this
case, the theme works but the mechanics suffer greatly due to the delayed reaction for feedback. It's never exactly clear what
actions are leading to witch consequences, making each day more guess work than meaningful choices.. Uh, wow. This is less
than half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I could have used that $0.20 for something good like a ketchup
packet or something.
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Very nice software to create non-pixel art pixel art. Have a lot of possibilities.
If you do game art this progam can create some interesting thing and and unic look to your pixel grphics.. Very nice remake! I
play in older version and i like steam-version!
Nice music.
Nice gammeplay
Good idea with integration steam-workshop.
. Great game, highly recommended!. Nostalgia attack! I played this game lots when I was a kid and I barely could pass level 30.
There are 150 levels of hard hardcore old-school puzzles!

Made a mistake? Restart level! Again and again and again!. If your looking for an arcade style fun motorcycle - motocross or
ATV type game like I was this might be it. Think excitebike meets the original manx tt and even elements of burnout dodging
traffic at high speed that's the feeling it gives me. Great fun!. Pretty bad game, no instructions, no matter what I do I keep
getting nuked before getting past the first 3 seconds.
considering I only pay 1$USD, I consider I should be paid for trying out a game where the developers didn't even try.
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